
Quantum MehanisJanuary 28, 2005Work 4 of the 5 problems. Please put eah problem solution on a separate sheet of paperand your name on eah sheet.
Problem 1(Kyle)A partile in an in�nitely deep one-dimensional retangular potential wellV =1; x < 0 or x > aV = 0; 0 < x < ais in a state desribed by the Shr�odinger wave funtion (x) = Ax(a� x)where A is a onstant.Find the probability distribution for the di�erent energy eigenstates of the partile and al-ulate the average value and the dispersion of the energy using that probability distribution.You might �nd the following well-known sums useful,1Xn=1 1n2 = �26 ; 1Xn=1 1n4 = �490



Problem 2(Curran)De�ne the work funtion of a metal and show pitorially how this relates to the Fermilevel and eletron emission. What is the Shottky e�et? Draw a band struture diagramdemonstrating the ow of eletrons and holes between a low workfuntion metal and a p-typesemiondutor.



Problem 3(Burkardt)An eletron is in a state desribed by the wave funtion (r; �; �) = N re�ar sin(�) sin(�):where N is a normalization fator suh that the wave funtion is normalized to 1.a. Suppose Lz is measured in this state. What are the possible outomes for the mea-surement of Lz (list only those with nonzero probability) and what are the respetiveprobabilities? (2 points)b. What are the expetation value and standard deviation for a measurement of Lz inthis state? (2 points). Suppose some value of Lz has been measured in part a.) (pik one). Write down thewave funtion desribing the state after the measurement. (2 points)d. Suppose now that ~L2 is measured in the original state (the one desribed by the wavefuntion above). What are the possible outomes for the measurement of ~L2 (list onlythose with nonzero probability) and what are the respetive probabilities? (2 points)e. Suppose some value of ~L2has been measured in part b.) (pik one). Write down thewave funtion desribing the state after the measurement. (2 points)
Y 00 = 1p4� Y �11 = �s 38� sin(�)e�i�Y 01 = s 34� os(�) Y �22 = s 1532� sin2(�)e�2i�Y �12 = �s 158� sin(�) os(�)e�i� Y 02 = s 516� �3 os2(�)� 1�



Problem 4(Kiefer)An eletron moves above an impenetrable onduting surfae. It is attrated toward thissurfae by its own image harge so that lassially it bounes along the surfae as shown inthe Figure.

a) Write the Shroedinger equation for the energy eigenstates and energy eigenvalues ofthe eletron (all y the distane above the surfae). Ignore inertial e�ets of the image.b) What is the x and z dependene of the eigenstates? (Hint: Separation of variables)) What are the remaining boundary onditions?d) Find the ground state and its energy. (Hint: They are losely related to those for theusual hydrogen atom, inluding a oordinate transformation).e) What is the omplete set of disrete and/or ontinuous energy eigenvalues?f) For the state of lowest energy, �nd the average distane of the eletron above theondutor's surfae.Useful formulas:Radial Shroedinger equation for hydrogen-like atoms:� �h22mr2 ddr  r2dRdr !� Ze2r R + l(l + 1)�h22mr2 R = ERwhere r; R(r); E; Z;m are the radial oordinate, the radial wave funtion, the energy eigen-value, the nulear harge, the eletron mass, and �h = h=2�.The ground state wave-funtion of the hydrogen-like atom is: (l = 0)R10(r) = 2� ZaB�3=2 exp��ZraB �where aB = �h2=(me2) is Bohr's radius.



Problem 5(Papavassiliou)A partile of massmmoving in a one-dimensional potential U(x) is desribed by the followingwavefuntion, independent of time: (x) = 8<: A �1� 12 � xx0�2� ; jxj � x0Be��jxj; jxj > x0where � is real (� > 0). Write the potential as a funtion of x for �1 < x <1 in terms ofthe parameters m and x0.


